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Four-photon Entanglement as Stohasti-signal Correlation
A. F. Kraklauer
kraklaufossi.uni-weimar.de
A fully lassial model of a reent experiment exhibiting what is interpreted as teleportation and
four-photon entanglement is desribed. It is shown that the reason that a lassial model is possible,
ontrary to the urrent belief, results ultimately from a misguided modiation by Bohm of the EPR
Gedanken experiment. Finally, teleportation is reinterpreted as the passive ltration of orrelated
but stohasti events in stead of the ative transfer of either material or information.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 03.67.-a, 41.10.Hv, 42.50.Ar
In a reent letter J.-W. Pan et al. desribed a
demonstration of the experimental observation of pure
four-photon GHZ entanglement produed by paramet-
ri down-onversion and a projetive measurement.[1℄
They add that this experiment demonstrates teleporta-
tion with very high purity and that the high visibility
not only enables various novel tests of quantum nonloal-
ity, [but℄ it also opens the possibility to experimentally
investigate quantum omputation and ommuniations
shemes with linear optis. This demonstration was
ahieved using a novel and ingeniously simple (in on-
ept, not neessarily in onrete realization) setup em-
ploying two soures of entangled photons whih feed the
two faes of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The au-
thors further laim that this setup gives results that -
nally prelude all doubt that nonloal eets ensue from
quantum entanglement.
It is the purpose of this letter to ontest this last laim.
This will be ahieved by proposing a lassial model of
their experiment, without `nonloality,' whih fully du-
pliates its results.
First, we briey review the experimental setup. (See
Fig. 1) Two independent entangled photon pairs are re-
ated by down-onversion in a rystal pumped by a pulsed
laser. The laser pulse passes through the rystal reating
one pair (A), then is reeted o a movable mirror to
repass through the rystal in the opposite diretion re-
ating a seond pair (B). One photon from eah pair is fed
diretly through polarizers to photodetetors (photons 1
and 4). The other photons (2 and 3) are direted to op-
posite faes of a PBS, (i.e., a beam splitter whih reets
vertially and transmits horizontally polarized photons)
after whih the exiting photons are sent through vari-
able polarizers into photodetetors. The path lengths for
photons 2 and 3 are adjusted so as to ompensate for the
time delay in the reation of the pairs. By moving the
mirror, the ompensation an be negated to permit ob-
serving the disappearane of interferene aused by lak
of simultaneous ross-talk between hannels 2 and 3.
The reported observations are the following: Of all the
16 possible polarizer settings regimes for whih θn = 0
or pi/2 w.r.t. the horizontal axis of the PBS, only
{0, pi/2, pi/2, 0} and {pi/2, 0, 0, pi/2} yield a (sub-
stantial) four-fold oinidene ount: C; the regime
{pi/4, pi/4, pi/4, pi/4} ours with an intensity C/4.2 and
FIG. 1: Shemati of the experimental setup for the mea-
surement of four-photon GHZ orrelations. A pulse of laser
light passes a nonlinear rystal twie to produe two entangled
photon pairs via parametri down onversion. Coinidenes
between all four detetors are used to study the nature of
entanglement.
the regime {pi/4, pi/4, pi/4, −pi/4} with zero intensity.
Further, both of the latter regimes yield an intensity of
C/8 when photons 2 and 3 do not overlap.
The model proposed herein, like all others, is based on
ertain assumptions, whih, being quite dierent from
those ouhed in the notation and voabulary of QM,
must be delineated expliitly. They onsist of the follow-
ing:
1. Eletromagneti radiation is omprised of ontinu-
ous waves as desribed by Maxwell's equations.
2. All detetors in the optial region of the eletro-
magneti spetrum exploit the photoeletri eet.
They onvert ontinuous radiation to an eletron
urrent. Eletrons are disrete objets; their gen-
eration in a photodetetor eetively digitizes the
signal assoiated with inoming radiation, thereby
evoking the impression that the radiation was itself
somehow digitized into units (photons). The last
inferene is unwarranted; we an not know what
form the inoming energy atually had, we are re-
strited to inferring its nature from the eletron
2urrent. It is known empirially that photoele-
trons are ejeted from a photodetetor randomly
but in proportion to the energy density, E2, of the
inoming signal. For the model, we take the on-
version eieny to be 100%.
3. The nonlinear rystal generating signals by para-
metri down-onversion is taken to be a blak box
whih, by virtue of its struture emits randomly
pairs of signal pulses onned to the pure verti-
al and horizontal polarization modes. The pairs
are antiorrelated with respet to polarization and
eah member of a pair is direted (in the well known
manner) into two interseting ones; all horizontal
emissions are into one one, all vertial into the
other. The two variants of pairs are taken to be
equally likely. Entangled radiation samples ex-
trated from the two points where the ones in-
terset, therefore, onstitute a mirror image pair
of random sequenes of individual eletromagneti
pulses of both pure modes.
4. The intensity of four-fold oinidene detetions
among four photodetetors is alulated using non
quantum oherene theory.[2℄ Coinident ount
probabilities, for a system with N , (herein N = 4 ),
monitored exit ports are proportional to the single
time, multiple loation seond order (in intensity)
ross orrelation, i.e.:
P (θ1, θ2, ..θN ) =
<
∏N
n=1E
∗(rn, θn)
∏1
n=N E(rn, θn) >∏N
n=1 < E
∗(rn)En(rn) >
.
(1)
For this model the denominator onsists of onstants of
fators of the form (cos2(a)+ sin2(a)) so that it equals 1.
These assumptions, all fully ompatible with lassi-
al physis, aount for all of the reported observations.
Eq. (1) was implemented numerially as follows: The
enters are assumed to emit double pulses in opposed
diretions whih are antiorrelated and onned to the
vertial and horizontal polarization modes; i.e. their po-
larization vetors are:
A1 = (cos(n
pi
2
), sin(n
pi
2
)), (2)
A2 = (sin(n
pi
2
), −cos(n
pi
2
)), (3)
B1 = (cos(m
pi
2
), sin(m
pi
2
)), (4)
B2 = (sin(m
pi
2
), −cos(m
pi
2
)), (5)
where n and m take the values 0 and 1 with a at ran-
dom distribution. The polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is
modeled using the transition matrix for a polarizer,
P (θ) =
[
cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(θ)
]
, (6)
where θ = pi/2 aounts for a reetion, and θ = 0 a
transmission. Thus, the eld impinging on eah of the
four detetors is:
E1 = P (θ1)A1, (7)
E2 = P (θ2)(P (0)B2 − P (pi/2)A2), (8)
E3 = P (θ3)(P (0)A2 − P (pi/2)B2), (9)
E4 = P (θ4)B1. (10)
Putting Eqs. (7-10) into Eq. (1) and arrying out the
indiated average by summing on n and m and divid-
ing by 4 as there are four ombinations, one obtains the
expression for the fourth order (in elds) oinidene or-
relation as a funtion of the polarizer settings. The result
is umbersome but easily evaluated numerially for var-
ious regimes, i.e., various seletions of θn. Ideal results
ompatible to those observed are obtained. Slight devia-
tions in the observed data appear to be due to noise.
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FIG. 2: The upper urve shows the eet on the intensity
of four-fold oinidenes of skewing (rotating) all polarizers
through a given angle starting from the state {pi/2, 0, 0, pi/2}.
The lower urve shows the same eet when one of the polar-
izers is rotated in the opposite diretion. The middle urve
shows the eet of either of these skewing shemes when the
timing is suh that the rossover signals do not arrive simul-
taneously with the reeted signals. Note that the separation
of the urves and values at pi/4 oinide with the observations
reported in Ref. [1℄. This diagram diers from Fig. 4 in Ref.
[1℄ in that it shows the split of these regimes as a funtion
of polarizer skew for xed delay rather than as a funtion of
delay for xed skew.
To model regimes for whih the pulse pairs were gen-
erated with a time dierene suh that the ross-over sig-
nals in beams 2 and 3 ould not interfere, the sum on the
radiation ontributions from individual enters is squared
before averaging. This proedure reognizes the fat that
the eletri elds from distint soures (A and B, in this
ase) must be added after squaring beause they do not
interfere but still deposit energy into a photodetetor.
Changing the order of `squaring' and `summing' for this
3setup aets only the rossover signals as all others are in
orthogonal polarization modes in any ase. All this leads,
again, to results exatly mimiking the eets reported.
Additionally, the relative ount intensity in other regimes
an be omputed easily; for an example, see Fig. 2.
Note that on Fig. 2 the urve for the `state'
< pi/4, pi/4, pi/4, pi/4 > splits or separates from the `state'
< pi/4, pi/4, pi/4,−pi/4 > at θ = pi/4. Pan et al. interpret
this splitting to indiate: that the state of, say, photon
2 was teleported to photon 4. . .  and . . . fully demon-
strates the nonloal feature of quantum teleportation.
The mere fat that this splitting is faithfully modeled
lassially, using, e.g., oherent vie Fok states, asts
strong doubt on suh inferenes.
There is nothing essentially quantum mehanial in
this model. It does not make use of any property pe-
uliar to QM. In partiular it does not in any way as-
sume properties of photons and its results do not de-
pend, therefore, on assumptions regarding detetor ef-
ieny (eetively taken to be 100%). It onstitutes
a fully faithful lassial tehnique for modeling experi-
ments arried out in a portion of the spetrum admit-
ting marosopi devies and detailed time traking of
eletromagneti elds, thereby evading the peuliarities
of photodetetors. (Note that EPR-B orrelations have
been so observed.[3℄) The same type of model for EPR-B
experiments yields exatly the same expressions as those
given by QM whih violate the relevant Bell Inequality.
In view of the onventional wisdom that it is impossible
to omprehend phenomena involving quantum entangle-
ment using non quantum physis [4℄, it is natural to ask
how it is possible then that a lassial model an be suit-
able. We believe that the genesis of this misunderstand-
ing is to be found with D. Bohm.[5℄ The over-aring issue
ultimately motivating the experiment desribed in Ref.
[1℄, and further analyzed herein is the Einstein, Podol-
sky and Rosen [EPR℄ argument of 1935 to the eet that
QM is inomplete.[6℄ In that paper EPR argued that the
position and momentum of two entangled partiles, re-
ated auspiiously, ould be speied exatly in spite of
Heisenberg Unertainty, by exploiting symmetry. With
this argument, they hoped to show that Heisenberg Un-
ertainty was not something fundamentally new, but just
ignorane. This being the ase, they argued, there should
exist a deeper theory, involving heretofore hidden vari-
ables that would more preisely desribe nature. The
point of their whole onsideration involved the ultimate
nature of Heisenberg Unertainty.
Muh later Bohm modied EPR's original Gedanken
Experiment. He, for reasons of simpliity, transfered the
EPR argument from phase spae, (x, p) to another arena,
one involving spin.[5℄ This too turned out to be exper-
imentally unrealizable, but the algebraially isomorphi
arena involving polarized light is entirely pratial. Thus,
nowadays, the EPR issue is disussed, analyzed and ex-
plored in terms of polarization phenomena. However,
note that beause of Heisenberg Unertainty, (x, p) do
not ommute, i.e., [xˆ, pˆ] = i h¯, whereas the basis oper-
ators of polarization spae Eˆh, Eˆp, where Eˆx represents
an eletri eld in the x diretion, do ommute. That is,
there is no Heisenberg Unertainty among polarization
modes. This is a fat substantiated by QM itself; re-
ation and annihilation operators for dierent modes of
polarization, ommute. Bohm's transfer of venue moved
the issue from one in whih there is Heisenberg Uner-
tainty into one in whih there is not! Experiments in the
polarization arena an not, therefore, address the issue
introdued by EPR; they, by logial neessity, leave it un-
examined. It is simply impossible to investigate Heisen-
berg Unertainty where there is none.
Beause the basis operators of polarization spae
(a.k.a. qubit spae) ommute, all polarization phenom-
ena ultimately must be desribable with non quantum
priniples. It is for this reason, that a lassial model
an explain this experiment. Alternately, this onlusion
follows forthwith, albeit with mostly only formalisti au-
thority, from the Optial Equivalene Theorem.[7℄
Bohm did not justify arefully his hange of venue; he
simply delared spin operators to be equivalent and sal-
lied forth. This has been aepted, apparently, on the
grounds that, like the basis operators of phase spae,
(x, p) , the spin operators (σx, σy) also do not ommute.
While this is indeed true, the reason is not the same.
Spin operators with disrete eigenvalues pertain to the
diretion in spae dened by a magneti eld. In dire-
tions transverse to the magneti eld, the expetation
values are not disrete but osillate out of phase. In the
end, the reason spin operators do not ommute would
be that it is impossible to have more than one diretion
for a magneti eld or preession axis at a time. Non
ommutation, then, is not a manifestation of Heisenberg
Unertainty in this ase, but of geometry, i.e., of the na-
ture of an axis of rotation. Indeed, angular momentum
operators do not ommute in lassial mehanis. Similar
remarks pertain to the privileged diretion dened by the
k vetor of an EM wave with respet to the transverse,
i.e., polarization diretions.
Entanglement is often ited as the ore of QM, an
idea for whih perhaps Shrödinger was the originator.[8℄
However, if entanglement is dened in terms of the
non fatorability of a wave funtion, as it most of-
ten is, then it must be attributable to a orrelation
between subsystems.Obviously, if a wave funtion fa-
tors into terms eah pertaining to a separate subsys-
tem, ψ1(r1)ψ2(r2), then the probability density om-
puted from this produt, ψ∗1ψ
∗
2(r1, r2)ψ2ψ1(r1, r2) =
(ψ∗
1
(r1)ψ1(r1))(ψ
∗
2
(r2)ψ2(r2)), also fators, in whih ase
it pertains to statistially independent, i.e., unorrelated
subsystems. If the wave funtion does not fator, then
the probability density also will not fator and, learly,
the subsystems are simply not unorrelated. Correlation
need not imply nonloality; hereditary orrelation satis-
es all requirements posed by the physial situation. In
experiments involving EPR style setups, inluding that
desribed herein, orrelation an be vested in the `pho-
4> restart: a:=1: b:=1: c:=0: d:=0: e:=1:
> with(linalg):
> Pro:=z->matrix([[cos(z)ˆ2,cos(z)*sin(z)],[sin(z)*cos(z),sin(z)ˆ2]]):
> A1:=vector([cos(n*Pi/2),sin(n*Pi/2)]):
> A2:=vector([sin(n*Pi/2),-cos(n*Pi/2)]):
> B1:=vector([cos(m*Pi/2),sin(m*Pi/2)]):
> B2:=vector([sin(m*Pi/2),-cos(m*Pi/2)]):
> E1:=multiply(Pro(z1),A1):
> E2:=multiply(Pro(z2),-multiply(Pro(Pi/2),A2)+multiply(Pro(0),B2)):
> E3:=multiply(Pro(z3),-multiply(Pro(Pi/2),B2)+multiply(Pro(0),A2)):
> E4:=multiply(Pro(z4),B1):
> EE:=sum(sum(sum(sum((E1[i]*E2[j]*E3[k]*E4[l]),i=1..2),j=1..2),k=1..2),l=1..2):
> TrJ:=seq(sum(sum(op(v,EE)ˆ(2-e),n=0..1),m=0..1)ˆ(1+e),v=1..16):
> z1:=c*Pi/2+a*t: z2:=d*Pi/2+b*t: z3:=d*Pi/2+t: z4:=c*Pi/2+t:
> In:=sum(TrJ[q],q=1..16):
> plot(In(t),t=0..Pi):
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FIG. 3: A Maple implementation of Eq. (1). The polarizer regimes are enoded by setting the values of a, b, c and d to ±1, 0.
`t' is the skew angle. Setting the value of e to 1, adds the EM eld ontribution from the various enters before `squaring;'
as physis, this aounts for rossover signals that arrive simultaneously with the reeted signals and interfere. Setting e
to zero, on the other hand, prevents interferene of these signals. (This works with this model beause of the peuliarities of
down-onversion and a PBS; are must be taken modeling other setups to (in-)exlude appropriate signals before squaring.)
tons,' or in lassial terms: the signals, at their origin
and simply arried along thereafter.
The atual problem with entanglement arises elsewhere
 with partile beams. A wave funtion desribing
a partile beam an not be onsidered simply as per-
taining to a physial ensemble, beause partiles, one
by one, are dirated at slits, for example; they suf-
fer, seemingly, `entanglement' between Gibbsian ensem-
ble members. Rationalizing this phenomenon requires
other arguments[9℄; but, the desideratum of uniformity
of priniples, has lead to the mandate that radiation, too,
be onsidered ontologially ambiguous until the moment
of measurement, even though there is no need to do so.
Its apparent digitization an be seen simply as a mani-
festation of the nature of photoeletron detetors.
Of ourse, the tati employed herein works for all phe-
nomena for whih there is no Heisenberg Unertainty,
e.g., simple EPR orrelations.[10℄ It oers a deidedly less
mystial interpretation of many phenomena typially as-
ribed to QM. Teleportation, for example, admits a pas-
sive interpretation involving no portation of any nature.
In the above model, so-alled teleported states (1 and 4)
are those whih, although from separate random soures,
eventually math up, and this is signaled by an appropri-
ate oinidene between eah's partner (2 and 3). Suh
an explanation is deidedly less enhanting than that on-
veyed by the term teleportation, but hugely more re-
spetful of priniples desirable for a rational explanation
of the natural world.
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